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Abstract. Recently, a number of frameworks have been proposed to aggregate
web services within communities for the purpose of enhancing their capabili-
ties with respect to providing the required services. Most of the proposed frame-
works suggest that web services within these communities are competing but also
exhibit cooperative behavior, so web services are said to be coopetitive. How-
ever, deciding which strategy to adopt, which means competing or cooperating
is still an open question. The purpose of this paper is to answer this question
by discussing a mechanism web services can use to effectively choose interact-
ing strategies which bring maximum utility. In this direction, we investigate web
services’ characteristics and their expected utilities over different strategies. We
enable web services that are hosted in communities with reasoning capabilities
to enhance their quality of strategic interacting mechanisms as decision making
procedures. The ultimate objective is to analyze factors that helps web services
decide about different interacting strategies. Moreover, we develop a simulated
environment where we analyze different scenarios and verify the obtained theo-
retical results using parameters from a real web services dataset.
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1 Introduction

Web services are developed to continuously interact with others that could be different
types of web services or service consumers. Abstracting and associating web services
with knowledge-empowered agents without changing the web services implementation
benefit them from interactions that those agents are able to manage [6,12]. That means
web services are no more considered as simply passive components but as intelligent
entities that enjoy autonomy and selfishness, two significant properties in business set-
tings where competition is a key factor [4,7]. Those web services follow two different
strategies of cooperating or competing towards serving service consumers and increas-
ing their utilities in terms of payoffs. Analyzing web services acting strategies in such
a context in terms of deciding which strategy to choose is an open and challenging
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problem. Our main contribution in this paper is to address this problem and enable web
services to cope with strategic decision making in a particular situation.

There are a number of related proposals that take into account the correlation be-
tween web services and the ways these services coordinate their actions to accomplish
a task. In [4,5,9,10], authors propose to rank web services based on their reputation in
the system and to use this ranking as a means to facilitate cooperation of services. In
those models, services rely on one another using the reputation ranking system. There
are other models that facilitate cooperation mechanisms using transaction-based web
services [11] and communities that host and gather web services having similar or com-
plementary functionalities but different QoS parameters [6]. However, deciding about
which strategy to choose when web services are competing but still need to cooper-
ate to accomplish complex tasks is still an open issue. We propose analyzing those
different strategies to help web services in their decision making process when these
web services function within communities. The objective is to enable web services to
reasonably evaluate and decide over their coopetition strategies, which means when to
compete and when to cooperate.

More precisely, we propose a mechanism within which web services in the commu-
nity could choose either to compete for an announced task, or to cooperate with other
competing web services in the same community to accomplish some subtasks of the
announced task. As intelligent entities, web services require a reasoning technique that
enhances their abilities over best acting strategies and the attitude they could exhibit to
yield maximum outcome. In this paper, we implement a simulation environment with a
number of communities hosting a number of web services having parameters extracted
from a real dataset [2]1. This dataset represents 2507 real web services that exist on the
web. It includes the QoS values of 9 parameters including availability, throughput and
reliability. These QoS values were determined by monitoring the web services over a 6
day period. We equip some of those web services with our proposed strategic decision
making procedure and compare the performance of the equipped services against other
ordinary web services. We provide detailed discussions over the implemented environ-
ment and verify the effectiveness of the proposed mechanism.

2 The Proposed Framework

In this section, we first present the architecture of the proposed model. We explore the
characteristics of intelligent web services and their network. We link this architecture
to the implemented system where we investigate the services’ coopetitive attitudes. We
compute the involved system parameters and explain the web services’ interactive strat-
egy profiles by highlighting their coopetitive choices.

2.1 The Architecture

The proposed system consists of three types of autonomous entities with different goals.

1 The implemented environment includes the QWS dataset by Eyhab Al-Masri and Qusay H.
Mahmoud freely available at: www.uoguelph.ca/ qmahmoud/qws.
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Fig. 1. Web services are partitioned into competitive and cooperative sets. Competitive web ser-
vices may get tasks directly from the master web service and they can share it with other cooper-
ative web services in their collaborative networks.

Web Services that reside inside a community which aggregates a number of function-
ally similar or complementary web services as a group [8]. Within the same community,
each web service has a network consisting of some other web services that might get
involved in a cooperative work (e.g. composition and substitution). As web services
are also competing, particularly when they provide similar functionalities, each one
of them aims to maximize its individual income (i.e. the payoff) by adopting a given
strategy.

Master Web Service is the manager and representative of the community of web ser-
vices. Among other functionalities, the master web service is responsible for allocating
tasks to web services within the community. After the task being accomplished, the
master rewards or penalizes the associated web service with respect to its reputation as
a member of the community.

Users generate tasks with specified QoS. In our proposed system, tasks are continuously
being generated and user satisfaction is abstracted since we focus on web services’
interactive strategies.

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a typical community aggregating a number of
web services with different interactive strategies. Some of them compete for the task
where they directly deal with the master. Some others cooperate in the associated task
where they only deal with the competed web service as the task leader and do not
directly interact with the master. We highlight details of the interactive strategies in the
rest of this section. In the proposed system, the master sorts the competing web services
based on some parameters (such as reputation) that we explain in the rest of this section.
If the web service is busy or unwilling to take a given task, the master allocates the task
to the second competing web service in the list. There is a chance that some tasks being
not assigned to any web service. These tasks are accumulated to the task pool to be
allocated in the next task allocation round. Upon allocation of a task, the web service
is responsible to offer the required QoS that is stated in the task being generated by a
consumer. Afterwards, the master rewards or penalizes the competing web service by
upgrading or degrading its reputation according to the offered QoS compared with the
required one.
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2.2 System Parameters

Task QoS (T t
QoS) is the required QoS metric for a specific task at time t. Users define

tasks with specific QoS requirements such as response time, availability, and accuracy
[3]. We aggregate and normalize these metrics to a value between 0 and 1.

Web service QoS (QoSt
w) is the QoS provided by the web service w after performing

a task at time t. Again the metrics that contribute in computing this QoS are aggregated
and normalized to a value between 0 and 1. The offered quality might or might not meet
the required task quality T t

QoS . In the latter case, the service user would be disappointed
and a negative satisfaction feedback is expected. In our proposed system, both cases are
considered when calculating the web services’ reputation.

Budget (Bt
w) is the amount of money the web service w has in its disposal at time t,

which helps pay for the community membership fees (ε) and is one of the parameters
that the web service considers when deciding about getting involved in a competition
or not. This parameter has been used in other service computing settings such as [3].

Reputation is a factor in any online community where trust is important. Without any
trust enabling mechanism, users cannot differentiate between services, specially the
ones which offer the same type of service. Reputation mechanisms usually aggregate
users’ experiences and in our case it strongly depends on QoS that each web service
provides. Users define tasks with specific quality T t

QoS ; therefore, after performing a
task with QoSt

w, the reputation of w gets evaluated by the master web service. Reptw
refers to the reputation of w at time t. In Equation 1, we compute the reward that the
master computes considering the task QoS compared with the web service offered qual-
ity QoSt

w. In case the offered quality meets user expectations, the reward value would
be positive. In this system, we consider a small value as default rewards η which the
master considers together with the proportional level of satisfaction as a weighted value
(by υ). In this case, the higher the offered quality is, the more weighted reward is. In
case the offered quality did not meet the user expectations, the reward would be nega-
tive. In this case, we also have a default penalty value ρ (where ρ > η) together with
the weighted proportional difference.

rewardtw =

⎧
⎨

⎩

η +
QoSt

w

T t
QoS

+QoSt
w
∗ υ if T t

QoS ≤ QoSt
w;

−(ρ+
T t
QoS

T t
QoS+QoSt

w
∗ υ) otherwise.

(1)

The assigned reputation value is updated by the computed reward value. The computed
reputation of web services is bounded by the minimum and maximum reputation values
0 and 1. Let Γ = Reptw + rewardtw . The updated reputation value is then computed as
follows:

Rept+1
w =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

Γ if 0 ≤ Γ ≤ 1;

0 if Γ < 0;

1 if Γ > 1.

(2)

Growth Factor is a parameter which declares web services’ performance based on their
recent strategies and activities. Growth factor is relative to web services’ reputation and
QoS. This parameter is the main variable a typical web service uses to decide which
strategy to adopt. We use Equation 3 to compute the growth factor Gt

w of the web
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service w at time t. The growth factor function should be monotonically increasing
in QoSt

w, Reptw and Bt
w, which is satisfied by the equation and this could be easily

proven by calculating the partial derivatives of this function in 1) QoSt
w; 2) Reptw; and

then 3) Bt
w and show that they are all positive. The contribution of the budget Bt

w in the
calculation of the growth factor should be proportional to the ideal budget βw× t where
the web service receives all the offered tasks during the periods t. The parameter βw

denotes the profit obtained considering the mean received service fee μw and the cost
of community membership ε. The mean service fee depends on the strategy adopted by
the web service because a competitive service receives higher fees μw,CM compared to
a cooperative one μw,CO (μw,CM > μw,CO).

Gt
w =

Reptw +QoSt
w +

Bt
w

t×βw

3
βw = μw − ε, μw ∈ {μw,CM , μw,CO} (3)

2.3 Web Service Interactive Strategies

The main goal of each individual web service is to increase its income (payoff). This
income can be earned from tasks (or requests) done by this web service. In our model,
web services can decide to compete to get a task from the master web service or to coop-
erate with other web services in a given collaborative network (the way a collaborative
network is set by a leader is based on the cooperative web services reputation and their
QoS parameters that should coincide with the required QoS). Therefore, we define two
types of web service strategies. On the one hand, when a web service has higher level of
confidence based on its growth factor, it can compete to get a task from the master and
adopts the competitive strategy. On the other hand, when it has a lower level of confi-
dence that it does not feel able to compete to get a task, the web service waits for some
other peers to cooperate with for completing the task and thus it adopts the cooperative
strategy. Web services estimate the outcome of all the strategies and choose one accord-
ingly. This decision is not static but can change over time so web services can switch
from one strategy to the other and this dynamic attitude is referred to as coopetition.

3 Experimental Results

In this section, we provide an empirical analysis over the observed results regarding the
characteristics of intelligent web services hosted in different communities of web ser-
vices. In the implemented system, we simulate the behaviors of service consumers as
request generators, web services as service providers, and master web services as com-
munity representatives. The objective is to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
strategic system on intelligent web services’ overall budget. The simulation application
is written in C# using Visual Studio. Developed web services are initialized with values
taken from a real dataset that includes 2507 real web services functioning on the web.
The dataset records the QoS values of 9 parameters including availability, throughput,
and reliability [2].

We start our discussions with cumulative budget comparison regarding different
communities within which services follow different reasoning techniques. Figure 2 part
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(a) illustrates three graphs for three different communities. Each community hosts web
services that follow different reasoning techniques: (1) a community that follows the
interactive reasoning techniques presented in this paper (referred to as coopetitive); (2)
a community that follows a random reasoning technique so decisions about selecting
competitive or cooperative strategies are totally random (referred to as random coopet-
itive); and (3) a competitive community where all services follow the competitive strat-
egy (referred to as competitive). The proposed model’s reasoning mechanism enables
services to effectively select their interacting strategies and the obtained budget repre-
sents the best outcome over the strategic decision making procedure they run all the
time. The procedure allows services to make decisions that maximize their utilities, so
that if the web service cannot compete, the procedure would suggest to collaborate,
which is better than competing and failing to obtain the task. In this case (i.e., com-
peting and not getting the task), the service stays idle but still pays the community
membership fee, which means losing utility. The developed strategic decision mak-
ing mechanism leads some web services to follow cooperative strategies that overall
maintain an optimal community budget. In the same figure, we observe the cumulative
budget of a community where services follow random interacting strategies. The out-
come is clearly lower because services at each run randomly decide over their acting
strategies. This potentially influences the community budget because a low quality ser-
vice if randomly selects to follow the competitive strategy, it will fail to get a task. This
kind of strategy selection is totally random while the task allocation algorithm follows
a logical path. The ideal system is the one that analyzes the optimal strategic path and
consistently follows strategies that bring maximum outcome.

Fig. 2. Part (a): Cumulative community budget comparison. Part (b): Average community repu-
tation comparison over different strategic decisions.

The results illustrated in Figure 2 part (a) verify the importance of the strategic deci-
sion making procedure to logically decide over the possible competitive and cooperative
choices. Figure 2 part (b) illustrates communities average reputation of involved web
services. The graphs represent the influence of the rewards that the master web service
imposes to encourage highly capable web services to compete for a task. As for the
cumulative budget, we observe that the coopetitive community outperforms the random
coopetitive and competitive communities in terms of average reputation. The proposed
model’s average reputation increases because web services follow optimal strategies
where they can perform better so obtain higher rewards.
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In Figure 3 parts (a) and (b), we observe the competitive and cooperative probability
of four different web services where two of them (w1 and w3) are following optimal
strategies (competitive for w1 and cooperative for w3) and the two others (w2 and w4)
are following non-optimal strategies. Over elapsing runs, web services that follow opti-
mal strategies bring best budget. In fact, the master web service rewards the high quality
web service that chooses the competitive strategy, cooperates with other web services
and successfully accomplishes the task. In this system, the reputation regarding such
a web service is increasing over time and the possibility of allocating further tasks is
increasing as well. By increasing the growth factor, such a web service (here shown as
w1) increases the probability of selecting the competitive strategy. On the other hand,
the other web service (here shown as w2) that is incapable of competing is penalized
by the master web service because the offered quality might not meet the required task
quality. Thus, w2 degrades its growth factor by following the competitive strategy. As
intelligent entity, this web service is encouraged to change its strategy to the coopera-
tive one and thus, its probability of selecting the competitive strategy is decreasing over
time. We have similar results in Figure 3 part (b) regarding web services w3 and w4

where unlike w4, w3 is strategically following the cooperative strategy. Therefore, w4

is more seeking the competitive strategy where it can increase its growth factor.

Fig. 3. Competitive and cooperative probabilities regarding four different web services

4 Related Work and Conclusion

Relevant proposals to the model presented in this paper are the ones that address ser-
vice selection and task allocation mechanisms. In many frameworks proposed in the
literature, service selection and task allocation are regulated based on the reputation pa-
rameter [5,11]. In [1], the authors present a dependable framework for cooperative web
services that is based on the tuple space coordination model. The intrusion-tolerant
perspective is emphasized in this paper where several security mechanisms are devel-
oped to enable a reliable coordination system. The proposed frameworks mostly aim
to facilitate the coordination mechanism between web services. However, the opposite
strategy of competing is not analyzed where web services might be more successful
when competing within a same group. In fact, web services are not always willing to
cooperate even if they have some common goals, particularly when they operate within
groups such as communities. In such a context, web services can follow different in-
teracting strategies and have to decide when to compete and when to cooperate so that
their ultimate goal, maximizing their incomes, can be better achieved.
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The contribution of this paper is the proposition of a coopetitive strategic model to
analyze the interacting behavior of intelligent web services that are active within com-
munities. We considered two acting strategies where web services expect different sort
of payoffs: (1) competitive strategy where the web service claims that it can accomplish
a task, and therefore can take the responsibility over the service consumer satisfaction;
and (2) cooperative strategy where the web service does not take the responsibility to
accomplish the task and only cooperates with other competitive web services. Our pro-
posed model advances the state-of-the-art in cooperative systems by enabling intelligent
web services to effectively choose their interacting strategies that lead to optimal out-
comes. The proposed framework provides a reasoning technique that web services can
use to increase their overall obtained utilities. As future work, we plan to emphasize
the service consumer role in the proposed model to obtain more accurate results when
consumers post their service satisfaction feedback. Moreover, we would like to enhance
the reasoning technique’s features to cope with different unexpected scenarios. We also
need to expand the work to enable services to choose their collaboration networks.
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